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In September 2012 the
Association for Savings
and Investment South
Africa (ASISA) issued
the new standard ‘Fund
classification for South
African regulated
collective investments
portfolios’ which will be
effective from
1 January 2013.

Background

ASISA’s intention with the new fund

classification standard is to provide

investors with a tool to make it easier

to understand what exactly they are

investing in. The new fund

classification structure will enable

the achievement of the following

objectives set out by ASISA when

commencing with the project in

2009 to simplify things for investors:

 promote investor awareness

and understanding of the

various fund types

 assist investors in selecting

funds

 facilitate the comparison of

funds both across and

within categories, and
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 facilitate the analysis of

different types of funds.

The following highlights the

important matters within the new

standard and the implications

thereof.

Fund classifications

The new fund classification structure

applies the ‘where’ and ‘what’

principles to all funds. The standard

has moved away from classifying

funds according to investment styles

such as value and growth.

The standard also introduces a new

tier 3 classification, which represents

a sub-class for the tier 2 ‘what’

principle classification. The newly

formed tier 3 classification category

is driven by the ‘main investment

focus’ principle.

The implication is that from 2013 all

funds would be classified according

to their geographic exposure and its

underlying assets (equities, bonds,

cash and property).

ASISA indicated that since the fund

classification revision does not

constitute a change to the investment

policy of a fund, CIS managers are

not required to ballot interest

holders before reclassifying a CIS

portfolio according to the new

standard.

Tier 1 ‘Where’ principle

Tier 1 indicates the geographic

exposure of the CIS portfolio and the

following categories are available:

South African portfolios (previously

Domestic portfolios)

South African portfolios are CIS

portfolios that invest at least 70% of

their assets in South African

investment markets. These CIS

may invest a maximum of 25%

their assets outside of Africa plus an

additional 5% of their assets in

Africa,

Worldwide

Worldwide portfolios

portfolios that invest in both Sout

African and foreign markets.

are no limits set for either domestic

or foreign assets.

Global

Foreign

Global Portfolios

that invest at least 80% of their

assets outside South Africa, with no

more than 80% exposure to assets of

a specific geographical region.

Regional

Regional Portfolios

that invest at least 80% of their

assets ou

specific geographical region,

including Africa, other than South

Africa.

In determining the Tier 1 category

for a CIS portfolio all inward

equities are deemed to be South

African assets.

Tier 2

Tier 2 indicates the main asset

classes

can be invested

categories

Equity

Equity portfolios are

that invest predominantly in shares

listed on

seeking

appreciation as their primary goal
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assets in South African

investment markets. These CIS’s

may invest a maximum of 25% of

their assets outside of Africa plus an

additional 5% of their assets in

, excluding South Africa.

Worldwide portfolios

Worldwide portfolios are CIS

portfolios that invest in both South

African and foreign markets. There

are no limits set for either domestic

or foreign assets.

Global portfolios (previously

Foreign portfolios)

Global Portfolios are CIS portfolios

that invest at least 80% of their

assets outside South Africa, with no

more than 80% exposure to assets of

a specific geographical region.

Regional portfolios (new category)

Regional Portfolios are CIS portfolios

that invest at least 80% of their

assets outside South Africa, in a

specific geographical region,

including Africa, other than South

Africa.

In determining the Tier 1 category

for a CIS portfolio all inward-listed

equities are deemed to be South

African assets.

Tier 2 ‘What’ principle

indicates the main asset

es in which the CIS portfolios

be invested and the available

categories are:

Equity portfolio

Equity portfolios are CIS portfolios

that invest predominantly in shares

listed on stock exchanges and are

ing maximum capital

appreciation as their primary goal.
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Multi-asset portfolios (previously

Asset Allocation portfolio)

Multi-asset portfolios are CIS

portfolios that invest in a wide

spread of investments in the equity,

bond, money and property markets

to maximise total returns

(comprising capital and income

growth) over the long term.

Interest bearing portfolio

(previously Fixed Interest portfolio)

Interest bearing portfolios are CIS

portfolios that invest exclusively in

bond, money market investments

and other interest earning securities.

Real estate portfolios

Real estate portfolios are CIS

portfolios that invest in listed

property shares, collective

investment schemes in property and

property loan stock and real estate

investment trusts. The objective of

these portfolios is to provide high

levels of income and long-term

capital appreciation.

Tier 3 ‘Main investment focus’

principle

The tier 3 classification indicates the

various investment focuses under

each of the tier 2 main asset classes

categories. The current tier 3

classifications available are:

Equity portfolios

 General portfolios

 Large cap portfolios

 Mid and small-cap

portfolios

 Resource portfolios

 Financial portfolios

 Industrial portfolios

 Unclassified portfolios

Multi-asset portfolios

 Flexible portfolios

 High equity portfolios

 Medium equity portfolios

 Low equity portfolios

 Income portfolios

Interest bearing portfolios

 Variable term portfolios

 Short-term portfolios

 Money market portfolios

Real estate portfolios

 General portfolios.

Going forward, new tier 3 categories

will be considered by ASISA if there

are at least five funds with similar

investment universes.

Naming of CIS portfolios

ASISA indicated that CIS managers

must be sensitive to all tiers of

classifications in the initial naming

of CIS portfolios. For example, a CIS

portfolio in any sector should not

carry in its name any reference to

another sector or portfolio

classification.

The standard sets out specific

principles to be applied to specific

portfolios. These portfolios must

include prescribed wording:

 an index portfolio must

have the word ‘index’ or

‘tracker’ in its name

 a money market portfolio

must have the words

‘money market’ in its name

 a fund of funds must have

the words ‘fund of funds’ in

its name

 a feeder portfolio must have

the words ‘feeder fund’ in

its name, and



Currently the majority of index, fund

of funds and money market funds

comply with the new conventions set

out above and therefore this is not

expected to have a significant impact

on the CIS industry.

Lastly,

‘creative names

market

preferred that the name of the

category be included as part of the

CIS portfolios name.

Fund classification application

approval

CIS managers must submit to ASISA

a proposed fund classification

application form where an

application to the FSB is lodged for

any of these reasons:









All fund classification applications

must be completed in accordance

with the ASISA Guideline:

‘Completion of Collective Investment

Portfolios Fund Classification

Application (Annexure A)’

portfolios may only use the

word ‘institutional’ in their

names if they are

exclusively available to

retirement portfolios, long-

term insurers, investment

managers or collective

investment schemes.

Currently the majority of index, fund

of funds and money market funds

comply with the new conventions set

t above and therefore this is not

expected to have a significant impact

on the CIS industry.

, the standard indicates that

creative names’ for the purpose of

eting are allowed. However, it is

preferred that the name of the

tegory be included as part of the

portfolios name.

Fund classification application

approval

CIS managers must submit to ASISA

a proposed fund classification

application form where an

application to the FSB is lodged for

any of these reasons:

registration of a new

portfolio

change of an existing

portfolio’s investment

policy

name change of existing

portfolio, and

change of any material

feature to an existing fund.

All fund classification applications

must be completed in accordance

with the ASISA Guideline:

‘Completion of Collective Investment

Portfolios Fund Classification

Application (Annexure A)’.
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Conclusion

The implementation of the new

classification standard issued by

ASISA, will make it easier for

investors and advisors to understand

and analyse various funds, select the

appropriate CIS portfolios and

compare performance.

Compliance with this standard is

important, as non-compliance can

potentially result in reputational risk

to CIS managers and suspension of

ASISA membership.

Should you wish to discuss how
we can help you, please call
your regular contact or
alternatively:

Ilse French

Director/Partner, Investment
Management Leader

ilse.french@za.pwc.com

+27 (11) 797 4094


